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About This Game

This a rogue-like 2D ARPG with an amazing storyline. You act as Sue, along with the Dark Knight, slay dragons to get stronger
in the process. You'll encounter many a man during your journey to invincible, some could be allies while other have a wish to

kill. Group up with different NPC and tell the story of your own.

Sue is the foster child of the Dark Knight. Her intelligence is way above normal, this may as well be the 'well-training' of the
Dark Knight.

Sue never saw his father take off his armor. This man of mystery also never told any stories of his life. But one day, the found
footprints of the Ice Dragon, that was where thing got interesting...

Features:
*6 unique weapons with different skillsets and combos.

*Amazing storyline
*Numerous CGs

*Full Audio

Voice Actors:
・Sue

CV：涼貴 涼
・Azusa／Lily
CV：秋野かえで
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・Maria／Wendy／Matoka／Abusu
CV：紅葉美兎
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Title: Dragon Knight
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
D.K Studio
Publisher:
Paradise Project
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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every thing about this is mediocre and the game feels unfinished. the fighting is a bit bland and the 9 H-scenes are drawn nice
but you don't get very many and it's only one of each girl. it's nice they have different outfits (so you can look like the other
girls) with their own hp that will tear after taking damage and different weapons that can change play style. it also has flaws like
you can not see what sub items do when not in your inventory also some are descriptions are wrong. all "shops" are rng (give
them x gold\/items for a rng weapon\/sub item). some item and text are still not translated. it just feels like it needs more work.

5\/10 but i'm going with a negative as i feel with these kind of games the worse the game play is the more H-scenes there should
be and vice versa. i feel it needs more of one or the other to be a better game.
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